CS/ENGRI 172, Fall 2003: Computation, Information, and Intelligence
Student Survey and Waiver Form

Name: ____________________________________________________________

Cornell ID Number: _______________________________________________

E-mail address: ____________________________________________________

College (e.g. Arts and Sciences, Engineering): _________________________

Major or intended major (unknown okay): ______________________________

Campus address and phone number: _________________________________

Check the appropriate box below:
☐ I consent to having my CS172 assignments returned in the batch return bins in Upson 303, thereby waiving my rights in this regard under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. I understand that such consent is not required by the University, and I affirm that it is in all respects freely and voluntarily given.
☐ I do not consent to batch return. I will write “Private Return” directly below my name on my assignments.

Check the appropriate box below:
☐ I consent to the use of my student ID number for the purpose of posting grades for CS172 for the Summer 2003 semester, thereby waiving my rights in this regard under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. I understand that such consent is not required by the University, and I affirm that it is in all respects freely and voluntarily given.
☐ I wish my grades to be posted by the following codename instead of my ID number

Supply codename, if applicable: ________________________________

Signature: _______________________________________________________

The following questions are for pedagogical purposes only:
Frequency of computer use (never, rarely, regularly): _____________________

Frequency of web browser use (never, rarely, regularly): ___________________

Frequency of web search engine use (never, rarely, regularly): _________________

Computer programming background (none, slight, some); please elaborate if not replying “none”:
__________________________________________